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Risk Taking a choice

 Why am I doing this
 Am I OK
 What happened to me
 Yes I can do this
 Is it my job
 Sorry, I am in hurry
 Planning for work- sorry, no time
 Its not my job
 That’s the way I do
 I am doing like this since long
 Okk, okk, okk
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lion scared by dog.MP4
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Operation of Sprinkler in restaurant.mp4
Unsafe act-electrocution by scafolding movement.3gp
unsafe act-condition-excalator.mp4
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Unsafe condition - machine guard.mp4
Funny Phone Accidents - Texting While Walking Fail!.mp4


To Conclude . . .

Safety Management systems exist

•Still workplace is injury prone & not safe

•Injury although declined, still persists

WHAT IS MISSING ??  



DuPont Research found that . . .

30,000 Hazards  
(Unsafe Acts & Behaviour)

3,000 Near Miss / First Aid

300 Non LTAs

30 LTAs

1
Fatal

Eliminate

Avoid



Contribution of Human Factor in 
Incidents

Cause Analysis of Incidents in Installation by OISD (2004-2009)
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Concept of Behavioral Based 
Safety

Conclusion Source

Heinrich 88% of all industrial
accidents caused primarily
by unsafe acts

Industrial Accident Prevention, A Scientific
Approach, H.W. Heinrich, page 19, second
edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,
1941, New York and London

DuPont 96% of injuries and
illnesses are caused by
unsafe acts, 4% other
Causes

Results of ten year DuPont study, Safety
Training Observation Program, E.I. Du
Pont, Wilmington, Deleware ,(1986)

Behavioral
Science

Technolog
y (BST)

80-95% of all accidents
are caused by unsafe
behavior

The Behavior-Based Safety Process,
Managing Involvement For An Injury- Free
Culture, Thomas R, Krause, John, H.
Hidley, Stanley J. Hodson, page 12, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1990, New York

Quality 
Safety 
Edge

76% of all accidents
caused by behavior, 20%
by behavior and
conditions, 4% caused by
conditions Only

The Values-Based Safety Process: An 
Overview, page 3, Terry E. McSween, 
Ph.D., President and Grainne A Mathews, 
Ph.D., Project Manager,
Quality Safety Edge, Copyright 1997
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Hierarchy of Hazard Controls

1. Elimination or Substitution

2. Engineering and design

3. Warnings, safety 

instrumentation

4. Training and Procedures

5. Personal Protective 

Equipment

In BBS implementation, the 

hierarchy is reversed

1. Identify Critical Worker 

Behaviours

2. Inspect, Observe Compliance 

With Critical Behaviour 

Inventory

3. Coach, Reward, Warn, Punish 

(Rarely)

General Management



Historical Path from Safety Engineering to 
Culture Change

E1

E1 E2
(E1)

Engineering

(E2)

Enforcement

E1 E2

(E3)

Education

E3

E1 E2

(BB)

Behaviour-based

E3 BB

E1 E2

(CC)

Culture

Change

E3 BB

CC
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Behaviour Based Safety

Behaviour: behaviour refers to acts or actions by individual.

Dictionary meaning- conduct, way of behaving, a way of
acting, actions, doings, manners, ways, habits, practices;

The way in which one acts or conducts oneself, especially 
towards others-Visible Part of action.

Behavior Based Safety: BBS is a kind of reinforcement to
change existing at risk behaviors to safe behaviour.

15Reflectsa proactive approach toinjury prevention

• In this process, Observers drawn from workforce will

observe safe and at-risk behaviours of their coworkers

and give on-the -spot feedback to the observed on the

observations made.

tiger afraid.mp4
tiger afraid.mp4


 Visible
 Behaviour

 Invisible  Attitudes

 Perceptions

 Values

 Beliefs

Iceberg Model of personality
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Behaviour Based Safety

Human behavior is both:

ð Visible or Observable  

ð Measurable  

therefore

Behavior can be managed !
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Why do we behave 

the way we behave

In order to ensure safe behaviours, we need to study

 what people do, 

 when and where 

 how they do it, 

 why they do it that way

That’s Behaviour Based Safety’s underpinning theme 



Factor responsible for unsafe behaviour

Unsafe Behaviour

Job related Factor



Why do we Behave

Orgnisational/safety culture
Rules , norms and regulations
Absence of fear factor
Lack of knowledge/procedures
Lack of training
Lack of clear SOPs/Policies
Leadership and commitment
Level of supervision
Work environment
Lack of nearmiss reporting

Organisational Factor

tiger afraid.mp4
Waikato CraneTopple1.wmv
thai rescue.MP4
OfficeStress.wmv
OfficeStress.wmv


Why do we Behave

Communication methods/display of instructions
Availability of resources/manpower
Moral-low- high
Motivation/encouragement/reprimand
Accidents/incidents/happenings/
Tendency to cover up incidents
Financial condition
Risky work practices are accepted and becomes the 
NORM
We get what we deserve – work place injuries are fair
Lack of reward/recognition for positive behaviour

Organisational Factor

worker fall due to unsupported ladder.mp4


Why do we Behave

Pressure/Stress/anxiety/conflict/frustration/anger
Social influence (what others do and think and say)
Familiarity breeds complacency
Peer group pressure
Lack of responsibility
Skill, capability to do a job
Behaviour of Supervisor
New job, Work load
 Timeline to perform work
 Distractions, Inattention 
 Conflicting priorities
 Presence/absence of visible danger

Job Factor

OfficeStress.wmv
collection of spilled oil.webm
SHATABDI.WMV
unsafe behaviour/Unsafe act-electrocution by scafolding movement.3gp


Why do we Behave

Attitude, habit-
Path of least resistance
Quick result, immediate benefit
Belief , faith, religion and perception of danger and 
risk, its acceptance
Competency, motivation, safety consciousness
Position and ego
Principles and values
Lack of awareness/ignorance about job/danger
Personality
Resistance to change

Individual Factor

barricade crossing.wmv
SHATABDI.WMV
nearmiss child.mp4


Why do we Behave

Personal experience
Medical /health/Psychological disorder /drug abuse
 lost in Thought/daydreamingDaydreaming

Risk taking – a matter of choice

Comfort and Convenience

Overconfidence/not keeping cools

Age, Gender, Experience in organisation

Use of mobile phones

Individual Factor

rail electrocusion.wmv
lion scared by dog.MP4
Toppling of fire tender.mp4
Funny Phone Accidents - Texting While Walking Fail!.mp4


 BBS is an employee driven approach with
management support

 BBS is not a top-driven but bottom-up 
approach.

BBS Principles



 BBS increases safe behaviours and therefore reduces 
injuries, illnesses and related financial costs.





 Visit Site

 Thanks for 

your Safe 

behavior

BBS-How to do it



BBS-Bhai Bhai ki Suraksha

earthquake save.mp4






life struggle.gif
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Safe 

behavior,  
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At risk 
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behaviour 
56, 15%
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Success of BBS depends on

 Welfare measures at site

 How Gentle you are

 Touch therapy

Thank You

Nobody does unsafe work intentionally

tiger friend.mp4
tiger friend.mp4


Some Problems in observing 
and giving feedback

 Only observing, not giving feedback;

 Two observees may not agree with each other;

 Observer may not allow an observee to speak;

 Only criticism, not appreciation;

 Observee behaves smarter, did not accept 
observer.

 Observer is not ready to take feedback on the 
quality of his observations from the observee.

 Giving feedback in front of others.

 He himself not following SOP.

 Superiority complex.



BBS OUTCOMES BASED ON DATA FROM EIGHT COMPANIES 

 Behavioural trends on an average across companies is 72% of 
safe behaviours; at-risk behaviour of 28%% and at-risk 
behaviours corrected is 2% by each observer.

 The number of safe behaviours has increased from 60% up to 
96% within 6 months of launch of BBS.

 The number of observers has also increased every month.

 The number of unsafe conditions and unsafe behaviours has 
drastically gone down.

 BBS has been recommended to other locations of the 
company with an introduction of BBS in one location.

 The management commitment for safety has gone up due to 
involvement.

 Safety has become a real line function due to BBS approach.

 The incident reporting is not there from locations where BBS 
is implemented.

 There is a significant decline in Near miss and injuries.

 There is an increased reporting of unsafe behaviours.


